BRÍD MURRAY
RESEARCH & INNOVATION PSYCHOLOGIST
BA, MSc, Work & Org Psychology.

AREAS OF CHANGE
- Leadership Assessment & Talent Development
- Organisational Development & Positive
Change
- Diversity & Inclusion
SPECIAL INTERESTS
Bríd is particularly passionate about the value
psychological assessment insights bring to talent
development solutions for both individuals and
organisations. Bríd also has a particular interest in
helping organisations capture and measure the
impact of their people-related investments.
CONTACT INFORMATION
brid@seven.ie
ABOUT BRÍD
Bríd is a registered member of the Psychological
Society of Ireland currently working towards
Chartership. Bríd holds an MSc. in Work and
Organisational Psychology from the University of
Limerick and a B.A. in Psychology from Waterford
Institute of Technology and is an accredited and
experienced practitioner in the use of a variety of
psychometric tools for selection, development and
succession management. In addition, Bríd has
project managed and supported the design of
capability development programmes in the areas
of Leadership Development, Emotional
Intelligence, Change Management and Diversity &
Inclusion.

WORK AT SEVEN
In addition to supporting the design and delivery
of client programmes, a core focus of Bríd’s work
at SEVEN is in ensuring we are bringing the latest
thinking and research developments to our clients.
With the pace of change significantly impacting
how our clients do business, SEVEN is committed
to providing innovative and fresh perspectives to
ensure the organisations and leaders we work
with are future fit.
LIFE BEFORE SEVEN
Before joining SEVEN, Bríd spent almost 4 years
working as a consulting Business Psychologist in
Australia primarily in the Talent Assessment and
Development space, working with a range of
global organisations.
APPROACH TO POSITIVE CHANGE
Having worked across a variety of industries and
geographies, Bríd appreciates the specific
complexities and nuances each organisational
context poses. Bríd approaches positive change by
trying to get to the core of each client’s need to
offer a solution that is fully tailored to their unique
needs. This bespoke approach was what attracted
Bríd to the SEVEN team, aligning closely to
SEVEN’s tailored philosophy for achieving impact.
MORE ABOUT BRÍD
Outside of work Bríd enjoys keeping active, trying
new restaurants (recommendations always
welcome!) and travelling.

Dedicated to positive change.
Positive change for people at work.
www.seven.ie

